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ABSTRACT Recent improvements in computer and software technologies affect different areas of
production systems. The productivity of an agricultural process can be accepted as one of the many
domains affected by these improvements. The production volume is increased not only with new designs
of agricultural machines, but also by utilizing communication technologies in the production process. Even
the wireless sensor technologies have started to be used for gathering some environmental features in
order to optimize production parameters as well as preserving the product in determined quality levels.
However, nodes which play an important part of such systems are prone to battery depletions. To alleviate
this battery problem, incorporating harvester nodes into the system has been recently considered. However,
only including such nodes is not sufficient for improving the lifetime of the system. In this paper, a new
distributed connected dominating set algorithm on WSNs with solar energy harvester nodes for precision
agriculture applications is proposed. The novel distributed connected dominating set construction with
solar energy harvesting in smart agriculture applications algorithm, namely CDSSEHA, is compared with
the traditional flooding methods and with an energy efficient CDS algorithm. According to the results,
the proposed algorithm increased theWSNs’ lifetime by up to approximately 6 times and 1.4 times compared
to the traditional flooding methods and CDS based method, respectively. Furthermore, the CDS construction
process constitutes only about 15% of the whole lifetime.

INDEX TERMS Distributed connected dominating sets, precision agriculture, smart agriculture applica-
tions, solar energy harvester, wireless sensor networks.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the increasing demand for food, smart agriculture
and farming applications have gained importance and wide
usage as the traditional methods have lost their sufficiency.
Especially, the recent improvements in sensor technologies
have enabled the IoT applications to be easily deployed and
used for improving the quantity and quality of the agriculture
production while reducing the costs. Typically, sensors are
located on several locations of a farm to sense the environ-
mental features and then the sensed information is forwarded
to the base station through a wireless sensor network (WSN).

A WSN consists of many sensor nodes working coopera-
tively and located on a large scale of an area in a distributed
manner. The collection of low powered tiny nodes equipped
with sensors which gather crucial environmental variables
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from the nature, can transfer the sensed data to other nodes
or a center.

The WSN systems have been widely utilized in medical,
military, industrial, domestic, agricultural as well as environ-
mental monitoring and control areas. Agriculture is one of
the most suitable areas for deployment of WSN, since data
gathering from the physical environment is a very important
requirement in this area.

Precision agriculture (PA) is a modern farming manage-
ment concept in which computer technologies are employed
to monitor, control and optimise agricultural production pro-
cesses. In PA applications, the data to be sensed is critical
and its flow must be carried out continuously. To improve the
quality of the production, some environmental values should
be sensed and controlled frequently. These operations can be
easily supported by WSNs.

There are different types of physical, chemical and
biological features measured in agriculture applications such
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as soil moisture, air humidity, soil and air temperature, light
intensity, illumination, water quality, wind direction, wind
speed, air flow, CO2 and O2 levels, gas density, radioactive
contamination, pressure, pH values of water and soil, rain vol-
ume, etc. These features are utilized in smart city and smart
farm solutions and in applications such as plant tracking,
animal tracking and/or feeding, pollution detection, forest
or farm fire detection and alert, habitat monitoring, disaster
(earthquakes, hurricanes and floods) monitoring and also in
many other areas mentioned in the literature [1], [2].

There are many duty cycle methods commonly used in
WSN applications to balance the energy usage of nodes
constituting these networks [3]–[6]. It is known that duty
cycle methods can reduce energy consumption of the nodes
since, in this scheme, nodes stop radio transmission and stall
sensing the environmental variables in sleep mode to save
energy. However, duty cycle approach may lead data losses
and transfer delay, especially for multi-hop data transmission
as well as complicates the discovery of neighbour process
[5]. Moreover, when there exists any data to be transmitted,
the delay would be increased while the receiver nodes are
in sleep mode, this situation exacerbates with the increase
in hop count between the source and the sink node. In this
case, the sender node should wait the receiver node to become
active. Thus, the data is only transferred when the nodes,
on the way to sink, are active at the same time [7]. Addition-
ally, the duty cycle should be kept larger for effective data
tracking so this will cause huge energy consumption all over
the network [6]. As a result, duty cycle is not the best and the
unique way to reduce energy consumption where the packet
delays matter.

Due to the distributed structure of WSNs, graph
theory-based solutions are used to construct a communica-
tion backbone, such as independent sets (IS), dominating
sets (DS) and connected dominating sets (CDS) [8]. If there
are no communication backbones, the flooding method is
selected as themain communicationmethod among the nodes
in WSNs. In fact, flooding-based communication is simple
and fast to implement. Moreover, this kind of setup does not
need any routing mechanisms in advance [9]. Despite the
fact that the network flooding method is easy to maintain,
CDS is more efficient in message forwarding. Thus, CDS
construction is a crucial way to build backbones in ad-hoc
wireless networks [10]. In a CDS, there are two types of nodes
called dominators and dominatees. If a node is selected for DS
or CDS, this node is called dominator which is shortly called
DTOR. If a node is not a member of DS or CDS, this node is
called dominatee which is abbreviated as DTEE [7].

In a WSN, finding the communication backbone with the
minimum weight becomes finding the minimum weighted
connected dominating set (WCDS) problem, since the node
weights are related to their remaining energies [11].

After the CDS is constructed in aWSN, the communication
messages will be routed through the CDS from source nodes
to a destination node, namely, the sink node. Nodes first send
the package to their parent nodes. Then each receiver parent

forwards the package to its respective parent node until the
package is delivered by the root node. Using this communi-
cation method makes the network lifetime quite longer and
the path searching time shorter [12]. For an efficient routing,
the CDS size should be minimized. Therefore, the mini-
mal CDS (MCDS) problem has been investigated in many
studies.

WSNs suffer from many problems which have been stud-
ied in the literature. As the nodes may be located on rough
large-scale fields and are powered by low capacity batteries,
WSN systems are prone to energy depletions [13]. Thus,
energy consumption of the nodes is the main problem to be
considered to prolong the lifetime of the network.

A sensor device supplies its energy from the batteries.
If a node runs out of energy, it will disconnect from the
network and thismay cause connection problems in theWSN.
In the worst case, the network may be separated into several
sub-networks according to the position of the dead nodes.
Additionally, network lifetime is a key characteristic for a
WSN. The network lifetime is measured as the time duration
until the first sensor in the network exhausts its battery and
dies [14], [15]. As a result, the energy level is the most
important problem to be considered in WSNs.

In order to alleviate the energy consumption problem,
energy harvester nodes have been considered to be included
into theWSNs [16]. These kind of networks are called Energy
Harvest Networks (EHN). There exist many energy harvest-
ing techniques developed in WSNs using different kinds of
resources such as solar energy, thermal energy, wind and
hydro flow energies.

Solar power density efficiencies can reach 15mW/cm2

levels in sunny days, while the other harvesting techniques
stay in µ or η levels [17]. Consequently, energy harvesting
from sunlight is stated as the most effective method in WSNs
[18]. Technically, the solar energy harvesting method is per-
formed by using photo-voltaic cells, the surface of which is
hit by the sunlight, energizing free electrons and initiates a
current flow. This operation is called as the conversion of
solar energy directly into electricity [19], where no other
devices are necessary to power up the sensor nodes. The other
way is charging the batteries with the harvested energy and
then powering the sensors with this stored energy. This is the
indirect way of energy harvesting in EHNs.

In this paper, a novel distributed connected dominating set
construction using solar energy harvester nodes in smart agri-
culture applications algorithm, namely CDSSEHA, which
constructs CDS with solar harvester sensor nodes for agri-
cultural areas is proposed. The communication backbone of
WSN nodes deployed in all types of agriculture applications
can be constituted using CDS constructed by CDSSEHA
algorithm. In the proposed algorithm, the difference between
the harvester nodes and the ordinary nodes, which do not
show the capability of energy harvesting property, is taken
into account.

The performance of the CDSSEHA is compared with the
energy efficient CDS algorithm of Al-Nabhan et. al. [20]’s
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which we shortly called APRCDS to represent their CDS
approach and with two traditional flooding approaches which
are based on [21].

To compare our proposed algorithm with an existing
approach in the literature, we have chosen APRCDS algo-
rithm which is also used to construct energy efficient dis-
tributed CDS for WSNs. However, in that study the use
of energy harvester nodes was not considered. They also
compared their CDS backbone construction model with the
network without CDS. Therefore, we implemented APRCDS
and compared it with our proposed algorithm under the same
simulation parameters given in Table 2 on networks having
both harvester and ordinary nodes.

As for the flooding approaches, the first one which is
called FLD uses flooding approach as in [21] on the network
having only ordinary nodes. The second approach which is
called FLDH uses the same flooding method including both
ordinary and harvester nodes. Likewise, APRCDS is also
conducted on networks having both harvester and ordinary
nodes. According to the simulation results, the lifetime of
WSNs in CDSSEHA is increased by approximately 6 times
and 1.4 times in average compared to these traditional meth-
ods and CDS based method, respectively.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related work
on EHNs and CDS algorithms is summarized in Section II.
Problem definitions and the proposed algorithm of the cur-
rent study are given in Section III. Sample scenarios and
simulation results are given in Section IV. Finally, Section V
concludes the study.

II. RELATED WORK
In the literature, there exist many studies related to WSNs
in different areas. It is clear that one of the major problems
related to WSNs is the energy problem which causes the
failure of the system. When a node runs out of energy,
this leads to changes in the network topology and also
affects the network’s lifetime. Therefore, studies that focus
on saving energy have been proposed recently [13]. In many
WSN applications, it is supposed that the lifetime of a net-
work is completed after only one node shuts down in the
network [22].

In real life, WSNs are used in the agriculture area for
many different purposes as mentioned before. For instance,
Daskalakis et al. [23] presented a novel low-cost and
low-power WSN application for leaf sensing using backscat-
ter node/tag which detects water needs of the plants to prevent
the water waste of the irrigation systems. Kamath et al.
[24] designed wireless visual sensor network to monitor
paddy crops using Raspberry Pi as visual sensor node and
Bluetooth as a communication method. Khan et al. [25]
presented an energy efficient water utilization and decision
support system with the help of WSNs for irrigation of crops.
Meda et al. [26] proposed a plant monitoring system which
had mobile sensors moving randomly in a farm to gather data
from different locations. The gathered data was analysed by
the base station where the data was processed to protect the

plants against any bacterial and fungal diseases via image
processing techniques.

There also exist different types of WSN applications
in the area of agriculture. One of them was proposed by
Villarrubia et al. [27] in which, fuzzy logic applications
were used on the WSN system for monitoring crops and
controlling their irrigation. Another one was proposed by
Nikolidakis et al. [28] where a new energy-efficient routing
protocol on the WSN system using Zigbee protocol was
proposed for automated control of the irrigation systems in
agriculture and for monitoring the weather conditions nearby
the agricultural fields. Shinghal and Srivastava [29] proposed
aWSN application to improve potato crops production which
monitors and analyses the requirements such as irrigation,
fertilization and etc.

In addition, deployingWSNs, Hedley et al. [30] developed
an energy-saving method of sending soil moisture data to
the base station through an energy-efficient route. Khan and
Kumar [31] designed an algorithm for finding low cost rout-
ing path between a sensor node and a mobile sink. They also
proposed an algorithm for mobile sink travelling path for
reducing energy consumption and delays of WSNs deployed
for ambient crop field monitoring.

Beside plant or soil monitoring in agricultural applica-
tions, WSN systems are also efficient for animal tracking and
behaviour detection systems. For instance, with the help of
WSNs, Radoi et al. [32] proposed a tracking and monitoring
system for Retuerta horses where body-worn mobile sensors
were attached to the horses in order to collect and then to
transfer data to the base station. Luque et al. [33] proposed
an environmental Wireless Acoustic Sensor Network archi-
tecture based on MPEG-7 standart which is tested on anuran
spices that live in Spanish natural parks. Loreti et al. [34]
designed a wireless sensor node and energy harvesting archi-
tecture of WSN for tracking and monitoring the pink iguanas
of the Galápagos which have recently been discovered in
Galápagos Islands. Nath andAzharuddin [35] proposed a new
model for WSN application and developed routing algorithm
for the model to protect rhinos against poachers.

As previously mentioned, the flooding is mainly selected
for the communication between the nodes in WSN systems.
There are numerous flooding-based studies in the literature.
Cheng et al. [36] proposed a dynamics reliable flooding
method in low duty cycle WSNs. The study is based on
dynamically switching the decisions when a transporting
failure exists in a network. Thus, the constructed flooding
tree is transformed depending on packet reception results.
Cheng et al. [37] also presented construction of an energy-
efficient flooding tree for minimum delay on duty cycle in
unreliable wireless links in WSN systems.

Duty cycle methods are also used commonly in afore-
mentioned WSN applications. However, these methods are
not very energy efficient in large networks and cause time
delays. To alleviate this problem, Liu et al. [7] proposed a
CDS algorithm in addition with an appropriate duty cycle
control method which reduces the energy consumption and
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data transmission delay. Similarly, W. Shi et al. [6] proposed
a novel model by adding duty cycle in CDS for energy effi-
ciency and fast data transmitting. However, in these studies,
energy harvester nodes have not been considered.

Like flooding, CDS is more recently considered as a
communication method in WSN systems. In the literature,
many methods have been proposed to construct CDS to
prolong the lifetime of WSNs without any harvester nodes.
For instance, Luo et al. [38] proposed a novel DS-based
distributed algorithm to find minimal CDS (MCDS) on the
network. Mohanty et al. [39] proposed a novel MCDS using
two-hop distances which reduces the CDS size. Qi and Yang
[40] developed aMCDS-based control system to provide high
efficient connectivity of direct communications in the flying
ad-hoc networks. Pino et al. [41] introduces multiple local
search algorithms which maximize the lifetime of the WSN
using dominating sets.

Many energy harvesting technologies are also used in
agriculture applications. Kwon et al. [42] constructed solar
energy harvest networks (EHN) with a new prediction tech-
nique. Hou and Gao [43] constructed a WSN system with
solar harvester nodes. In their work, humidity and temper-
ature sensors are used and power consumption is minimized.
Gutiérrez et al. [44] proposed an irrigation method using
WSN nodes powered with solar panels to optimise water
use in crops. The network consists of temperature and soil
moisture sensors placed in plant roots and a gateway. López-
Lapeña and Pallas-Areny [45] developed a novel solar energy
radiation measurement method with decreasing power con-
sumption in WSNs having solar energy harvester nodes in
agriculture. Zou et al. [46] extended the lifetime of WSN
with energy harvesting nodes using shadow detection. In their
study, nodes can optimise their power production and con-
sumption according to the power source. Sharma et al. [47]
proposed a solution to extend the lifetime ofWSNs with solar
energy harvesting deployed for smart agriculture monitoring.
In their study, they used duty cycling which may not be
the best way for communication aforementioned, to decrease
energy consumption. Hence, the network lifetime is increased
at 25% duty cycle.

Despite the fact that the energy harvesting methods or
CDS constructing algorithms were used separately in WSN
systems, to the best of our knowledge, in the literature there
exists no CDS construction algorithm, in which both solar
energy harvester nodes and agricultural fields are taken into
account. This is an important gap to be considered for smart
agricultural applications. Extending the lifetime of WSNs
with solar energy harvesting is not sufficient on its own
without any communication backbone. Thus, in this study,
CDS construction algorithms are proposed as the commu-
nication backbone. Likewise, constructing CDS backbone is
not adequate for energy saving of the network. To this end,
solar energy harvester nodes are placed in the network to
support CDS.

To extend the lifetime of the network, choosing all the
nodes as harvester nodes may not be possible due to the costs

and maintenance processes. Hence, this study shows that
using ordinary and solar energy harvester nodes that collabo-
ratively operate in CDS construction process for agricultural
areas prolongs the lifetime of the WSN systems.

III. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In the following subsections, a new distributed CDS algo-
rithm developed for agriculture applications based on WSNs
including solar energy harvester nodes and ordinary nodes,
CDSSEHA, is proposed. The sub-algorithms of CDSSEHA
for energy harvester and ordinary nodes are given in
Section III-A. In Section III-B, the connection method for
the selected DTORs, which involves finding partial trees and
choosing some DTEE nodes as DTORs to connect these trees
as in [11], is elaborated.

In typical agriculture applications, nodes sense the required
environmental features and forward the gathered information
to a base station. Thus, after the communication backbone has
been constructed using CDSSEHA, to obtain the performance
results of the proposed algorithm, sample application given is
conducted on the network.

A. DTOR SELECTION ALGORITHM
The WSN system that is composed of sensor nodes and the
communication links between them, can be seen as an undi-
rected connected graph G(V ,E) where V represents the sen-
sor node set and E represents the edges between the pairs of
sensors that have a direct communication. The sensor nodes
in the proposed WSN system are divided into two types:
energy harvester and ordinary ones. Algorithms employed on
these nodes are changed depending on their types.

Before starting the algorithm, every node in WSN boots
in IDLE state and knows its one hop neighbour. Once the
algorithm is started, every node sends the remaining energy
of its batteries to its neighbours.

Each harvester node becomes DTOR directly to be a part
of the connected dominating set (CDS) depending on its
energy harvesting capacity. In order to construct the CDS,
the harvester nodes run Algorithm 1. Once a harvester node
becomes DTOR, it broadcasts HARV_STATE announcement
to its neighbours. After this stage, the harvester nodes wait
for the decisions of the other nodes about becoming DTOR
or DTEE.

Whenever an IDLE neighbour node receives
HARV_STATE announcement, it becomes DTEE as stated
in Algorithm 2, sets the harvester neighbour to inactive state
and, thus, it will not join the next rounds. When a node
collects HARV_STATE messages from all of its harvester
neighbours, it sets the list of its active neighbours,0act , which
does not include any harvester neighbour. Active neighbours
list is a list of nodes, the owner of which uses it for their
potential rivals on being DTOR for the next round. If a
neighbour is not IDLE and has no any IDLE neighbours,
either, it means that it has nothing else to do for the CDS
construction algorithm and will be deleted from 0act like the
harvester nodes. The list is updated on each round until there
is no active neighbours left.
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Algorithm 1 Dominating Set Algorithm for Energy
Harvester Nodes
1: data:
2: 0m← neighbour list of node m
3: em← remaining energy of node m
4: statem← State of node m (IDLE, DTOR or DTEE)
5: harvesterFlagm← true if the node is harvester
6: finished ← true if the algorithm terminates
7: doneCount ← has the value of the number of nodes
that are ready to start the next round

8: initially:
9: statem← IDLE
10: harvesterFlagm← true
11: finished ← false
12: doneCount ← 0
13: upon the algorithm started:
14: statem← DTOR
15: broadcast HARV_STATE msg to 0m
16: broadcast DONE msg to 0m
17: upon receiving DONEn msg from noden
18: doneCount ← doneCount + 1
19: if doneCount = |0m| then
20: finished ← checkPhaseEnd()
21: end if

Upon receiving the HARV_STATE message, an ordinary
node sends its STATE message to all of its active neighbours.
If a node receives a STATE message from a neighbour n,
it updates the state of node n.

Whenever a node completes receiving the STATE mes-
sages from all of its neighbours for the first round, it sends
DONE messages to its neighbours. DONE variable is set
to true when the node’s state is not IDLE and none of its
neighbours are IDLE, either. Otherwise, if the node does not
finish yet, DONE variable is set to false and it is ready for the
next rounds. A node notices the termination of a round after
receiving DONE messages from all of its active neighbours.
The round number is also incremented.

If a node does not finish yet and receives DONE messages
from its active neighbours, it updates its 0act list and calcu-
lates its newWEIGHT for the next round. The newWEIGHT
of the ordinary nodes is calculated by summing the remaining
energy and the number of harvester nodes. Since the level of
the remaining energy is much higher than the value of the
number of harvester nodes, the values are scaled first and then
the summation operation is performed.

After calculating the newWEIGHT values, all active nodes
broadcast the value to their active neighbours. If an active
node receives the new WEIGHT announcement messages
from all of its active neighbours, it checks if its WEIGHT is
the maximum among its active neighbours and then it sets
its AMIMAX variable with the result. If its weight is the
maximum, it becomes DTOR. Whether it becomes DTOR or
not, it broadcasts its AMIMAX value to its active neighbours.

Algorithm 2 Dominating Set Algorithm for Ordinary Nodes
1: data:
2: 0m← neighbour list of node m
3: 0act ← active neighbour list of node m
4: 0harv← harvester neighbour list of node m
5: em← remaining energy of node m
6: ωm← weight of node m
7: statem← State of node m (IDLE, DTOR or DTEE)
8: doneCount ← has the value of the number of nodes
that are ready to start the second round

9: n− > newRound ← false, ∀n | n ∈ 0m \ 0harv
10: harvesterFlagm← false
11: finished ← true if the algorithm terminates
12: initially:
13: statem← IDLE
14: harvesterFlagm← false
15: ωm← battery_level, 0act ← 0m
16: doneCount ← 0, AMIMAX ← false
17: newStateCount ← 0, amIMaxCount ← 0
18: finished ← false
19: DONE ← false
20: upon receiving STATEmsgs from node n, ∀n an ∈ 0act

and harvesterFlagm = false
21: update state of the nodes
22: A:
23: if ¬ checkanyIDLE(0m) ∧ statem 6= IDLE then
24: DONE← true
25: end if
26: broadcast DONE to 0m
27: upon receivingHARV_STATEmsgs fromnode n,∀n ∈

0harv :
28: statem← DTEE, 0act ← 0act \ n ,∀n ∈ 0harv
29: broadcast STATE msgs to 0act
30: run A
31: upon receiving WEIGHTn msgs from node n
32: weights← weights ∪ (n,wn)
33: if |weights| = 0act then
34: find node z having max weight
35: weights← ∅
36: if z = m then AMIMAX ← true
37: end if
38: send AMIMAX to 0act
39: end if

If a node receives an AMIMAX message possessing a true
value from any of its neighbours, this means that the sender
node has become DTOR and the receiver node becomes
DTEE in case of being IDLE beforehand. When a node
receives all AMIMAX messages from its active neighbours,
it broadcasts NEW_STATEmessages to its active neighbours.
NEW_STATE message contains the state of a node for the
next round (IDLE, DTEE or DTOR).

If a node receives all NEW_STATE messages from its
active neighbours, it checks if its state is IDLE or has any
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40: upon receiving AMIMAXn msgs from node n
41: if AMIMAXn = true then
42: n− > state← DTOR
43: n− > newRound ← false
44: amIMaxCount← amIMaxCount+1
45: if STATE = IDLE then
46: STATE← DTEE
47: end if
48: if amIMaxCount = |0act | then
49: send NEW_STATE to 0act
50: amIMaxCount← 0
51: end if
52: end if
53: upon receiving NEW_STATEn msg from node n
54: n− > state← NEW_STATEn
55: newStateCount← newStateCount+1
56: if newStateCount = |0act | then
57: DONE← checkPhaseEnd( )
58: broadcast DONEm msgs to 0act
59: newStateCount← 0
60: end if
61: upon receiving DONEn msgs from node n
62: n− > newRound ← DONEn
63: if (round = 0 ∧ doneCount = |0m|) ∨ (round 6= 0 ∧

doneCount = |0act |) then
64: 0act = {n | n− > newRound = false,∀n ∈

0act },
65: checkPhaseEnd()
66: doneCount← 0
67: round← round + 1
68: if DONE = false then
69: AMIMAX ← false
70: send WEIGHT msg to 0act
71: end if
72: end if
73: doneCount← doneCount + 1
74: checkAnyIDLE():
75: if staten = IDLE , ∃n ∈ {0m ∪ m} then
76: finished ← true,
77: else
78: finished ← false
79: end if
80: return finished
81: checkPhaseEnd():
82: if staten 6= IDLE , ∀n ∈ {0m ∪ m} then
83: finished ← true,
84: else
85: finished ← false
86: end if
87: return finished

neighbours in IDLE state using the checkAnyIDLE func-
tion. In the case where none of them are true, it broadcasts
DONE (having a true value) message to its active neighbours,

TABLE 1. FSM states.

that informs it is finished and will not join the next rounds.
Otherwise, it sends DONE message with a false value to
its active neighbours that informs its readiness for the next
rounds.

The first phase terminates when there exist no IDLE nodes
in theWSN. The resulting structure of the network constitutes
the dominating set in which each node is dominated by at
least one DTOR neighbour node, or the node itself is a
DTOR. In the second phase, in order to connect the DTORs,
the dominating set will be connected by selecting someDTEE
nodes as DTORs.

To further elaborate the proposed algorithm, CDSSEHA,
two finite state machines (FSM) corresponding to the har-
vester nodes and ordinary nodes are given in Appendix. The
states of the nodes are described in Table 1.

The organization of FSM for harvester nodes is
straightforward which is given in Figure 6 in Appendix.
The harvester nodes can be either in IDLE state or DTOR
state. When the algorithm is started, harvester nodes are
in IDLE state. They commence the algorithm by sending
HARV_STATE messages as well as DONE messages to their
neighbours. After they send these messages, they become
DTOR. HARV_STATE messages indicate that the harvester
node is alive and in DTOR state. DONE messages stand for
synchronization with the ordinary nodes. When all neigh-
bours of a harvester node finished the first phase of the
algorithm, the harvester node is ready to start the second
phase in which the connection process of DTOR nodes is
conducted.

The FSM diagram of the ordinary nodes is given in
Figure 7 in Appendix. The ordinary nodes can be in one
of the four states during CDSSEHA algorithm. These states
are identified by IDLE, P_DTOR, DTEE, DTOR. Similar to
the harvester nodes, the ordinary nodes start the algorithm in
IDLE state. If there are any harvester neighbours within one
hop proximity, these nodes wait for those harvester nodes’
HARV_STATE messages. After all ordinary nodes synchro-
nize with their harvester neighbours through HARV_STATE
messages, they broadcast their current state messages by
sending STATE messages. If neither the state of a node and
nor the state of its neighbours are IDLE in this point, this node
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is ready to start the second phase, hence, it does not have
to be active in the subsequent rounds of the phase 1. Thus,
each ordinary node announces if it continues to the first phase
by broadcasting a DONE message having the false value.
Upon receiving all DONE messages from the active ordinary
neighbours, an active ordinary node broadcasts its remain-
ing energy in WEIGHT messages to their ordinary nodes
to become a DTOR, namely P_DTOR (possible DTOR).
Upon receiving all WEIGHT messages, the node having the
max WEIGHT among nodes in its one hop neighbourhood
becomes DTOR and broadcasts AMIMAX message with the
true value. When a neighbour of an IDLE node becomes
DTOR, it becomes DTEE. After the exchange of WEIGHT
messages has been completed, nodes inform other nodes if
it has the maximum WEIGHT value using AMIMAX mes-
sages. Then, the ordinary nodes start to broadcast their final
state with NEW_STATE messages. If a DTEE node receives
all NEW_STATE messages from its all active neighbours,
it first checks whether it continues to compete with their
neighbours in next rounds to become a DTOR or not. If an
IDLE node receives all NEW_STATE messages from its
all active neighbours, independent from the state of their
neighbors it will continue the next round. However, after
an ordinary node whose state is either DTOR or DTEE and
none of their neighbours are in IDLE state, it will start to
execute the DTOR connection algorithm. Otherwise, i.e. any
neighbour of an ordinary node is in IDLE state, this node
continues to the execute next rounds of the first phase.

B. DTOR CONNECTION ALGORITHM
In order to connect DTOR nodes for CDS construction, firstly
GHS [48] algorithm is employed to find partial trees (already
connectedDTORs). Before starting the GHS algorithm, every
node knows its neighbours (0m) and their states. Initially,
DTOR nodes constitute partial trees. DTOR nodes set their
tree ID values with the ID value of the root node of the tree
which they belong to.

In this phase, DTOR nodes send the tree ID values to their
DTEE neighbours in each round. After receiving these values
from all DTOR neighbours, a DTEE node sends the 0treem

set including these tree IDs and their remaining energy levels
to their DTEE neighbours. Upon collecting all these sets
from DTEE neighbours, DTEE nodes calculate their cost and
broadcast it to the neighbour trees. A DTEE node calculates
its cost value as given in Equation 1.

min(

 1
em|0tree|

,
⋃
n∈0m

( 1
em
+

1
en
)

|0treem ∪ 0treen |

). (1)

A DTEE nodem set its cost value to 1
em|0tree|

only if its cost

value ( 1
em|0tree|

) is less than
( 1
em
+

1
en
)

|0treem∪0treen |
for ∀ noden ∈ 0m.

In that case selecting nodem only itself as DTOR is plausible
in terms of energy usage, otherwise selecting nodem with
another DTEE noden makes sense.

After receiving all cost values from its DTEE neighbours,
the DTORs send the ID of a DTEE neighbour having the

minimum cost to its parents in the partial tree. Eventually,
the root of a partial tree decides the node(s) with theminimum
cost as connector(s) and the tree informs its DTEE neighbours
about the ID(s) of DTEE nodes having the minimum cost(s).
The ties are broken using ID values of the nodes. A DTEE
node that receives all ID values from its neighbour trees
checks if each of the received values is equal to its ID. If so,
it sends a MERGE message to its neighbour trees to connect
all of these neighbour trees and this DTEE node becomes
the root of the newly constructed tree. This operation is
repeated until there is only one tree left in the network. This
algorithm constructs a tree where the DTORs are connected.
After CDS is constructed, a sample application which uses
the constructed CDS will be started.

After connecting the DTOR nodes to each other with the
DTOR connection algorithm, a sample application given in
Section 4 is started over the network. This application makes
nodes forward the sensed messages through the constructed
CDS tree. A node in the network, may sense any kind of
environmental value according to their setup in the agriculture
application and sends the data to its neighbours.

IV. SIMULATION
In order to illustrate and measure the lifetime of WSNs
in different topologies, Cooja simulator, which is one of
the most popular platforms in IoT applications in recent
years, is used in this study. Our proposed algorithm has been
tested on many different networks with different number of
nodes which are Tmote Sky CC2420 ultra low power IEEE
802.15.4 modules [49].

According to Tmote Sky’s datasheet, the total energy con-
sumption of a node is the sum of the consumption of its oper-
ations such as transferring, receiving, as well as the processes
of idle and sleeping stages [50]. The current flow is calculated
as 21.8 mA in the receiving mode (Irx), 19.5 mA in the
transferring mode (Itx), 1.8 mA in the CPU usage mode (Icpu)
and 0.0545 mA in the sleep mode (Ilpm). It is obvious that
the node spends much more energy while receiving messages
than when sending them.

In order to calculate the level of the produced energy of
harvester nodes and thereby to simulate the amount of the
energy harvested, the open source SensEH [51] simulator tool
which is based on Cooja and its built-in ‘‘Energy Harvester’’
library is used. SensEH computes the energy produced from
a solar panel for a harvester node.

For determining the energy consumption, the built-in mod-
ules of SensEH’s ‘‘Energy Consumption Estimation’’ library
is used. It is similar to Cooja’s Powertrace tool [52] which
tracks energy consumption of the nodes during their different
states. Simply, energy consumption estimation library gives
the instant energy consumption levels of a node for number
of clock ticks per given seconds.

The power consumption levels are measured based on a
hardware clock timer, RTIMER_ARCH_SECONDS, which
has 32768 ticks per seconds. So, the total consumption
energy of a Tmote Sky node is calculated by using the
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TABLE 2. Simulation parameters.

following formula;

(tx × Itx + rx × Irx + cpu× Icpu + lpm× Ilpm)× 3V
RTIMER_ARCH_SECONDS

(2)

where Itx = 19.5 mA, Irx = 21.8 mA, Icpu = 1.8 mA and
Ilpm = 0.0545 mA according to the datasheet [49].

Every node in the generated network boots with the same
energy level due to the characteristics of two AA batteries
[53] according to the energy formula given below. For an
Zn−MnO2 alkaline AA battery, its initial energy is calculated
as;

E = P× t

= V × I × t

= (1.5 V )× (2.85 Ah)× (3600 s)

= 15390 J . (3)

Therefore, initially, two AA batteries have the theoretical
capacity of 30780 J.

In this paper, all of the aforementioned methods are
implemented and analysed in SensEH simulator with Unit
Disk Graph Medium (UDGM) model. All of the nodes

generated for network topologies are randomly placed in
a 100m×100m area. The transmission range between the
nodes is 5 meters to 20meters. According to this transmission
range, the degree of a node which means the maximum num-
ber of node’s neighbours is set to 4. The initial energy of the
nodes is set to 30780 J . The proposed algorithms are tested
on two types of topologies in which the first type has 30 nodes
and the second type has 50 nodes. For each simulation setup,
50 different network topologies are generated. In topologies
possessing energy harvester nodes, 33.3% of the nodes are
assigned as harvester nodes. For the best results of solar
energy harvesting, it is supposed that all of the harvester
nodes get the same sunlight intensity on an agricultural field
but their energy consumption differs according to their local
processes and communication needs. The parameters used in
the simulations are listed in Table 2.

In order to measure the lifetime of the WSNs using
CDSSEHA, after connecting the DTOR nodes to each other,
a sample application given in Algorithm 3 with a small mod-
ification (in line 9) is started over the network. This applica-
tion makes nodes forward the sensed messages through the
constructed CDS tree. A node in the network, may sense any
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Algorithm 3 A Sample Application Algorithm for an
Agricultural WSN
1: data:
2: 0m← neighbour list of node m
3: em← remaining energy of node m
4: finished ← true if the algorithm terminates
5: initially:
6: em← battery_level
7: finished ← false
8: upon the algorithm started:
9: broadcast SENSED_DATA to 0m
10: upon receiving SENSED_DATA msgs from node n,
∀n ∈ 0m

11: broadcast sensing message to 0m
12: if em← 0 then
13: finished ← true
14: else
15: broadcast sensing message to 0m

kind of environmental values according to their setup in the
agriculture application and sends the data to its neighbours.
Since the tree of the network is constructed with the CDS
construction, every node knows its parent and child(ren) if
any exist. The application proceeds as follows, every node
periodically senses the environmental features and sends the
collected data to its parent instead of 0m. In the case this node
is a parent node, it waits for all values to be received from its
children before sending the data to its parent.

Before a node runs out of energy, first its parent node
and then the network will be warned, and all of the com-
munications will be stopped. To that end, a threshold for
the remaining battery level is specified. Aforementioned, this
means the end of the network lifetime. So, the lifetime of the
network would be calculated as the next step.

The proposed CDSSEHA is fistly compared with the tra-
ditional flooding methods having two different settings. The
first type of the WSN system includes only ordinary nodes
and these nodes communicate with each other using flooding,
whereas the second type of the WSN system includes both
ordinary and harvester nodes. Second, CDSSEHA is com-
pared to the energy efficient distributed CDS construction
method, namely APRCDS, having both ordinary and har-
vester nodes, as well. The details of the traditional systems
are given, in subsections IV-A and IV-B respectively.

A. A SAMPLE APPLICATION POSSESSING ONLY
ORDINARY NODES USING FLOODING
In order to compare the lifetime of the networks with the
same topology, a sample application in Algorithm 3 is also
simulated in the network without any CDS backbone, but
including only ordinary nodes. In this set of simulations,
nodes communicate through flooding. This type of simula-
tions are called FLD. The sample simulation of this method
is given in Figure 1.

FIGURE 1. Ordinary node 7 runs out of energy during sample application
in a WSN which has 15 nodes using FLD method. All green nodes are
ordinary nodes (not energy harvester ones).

Before starting the sample application algorithm, it should
be noted that all nodes are ordinary nodes and know their
neighbours. After the algorithm is started, every node checks
whether or not its remaining energy is over the threshold. If it
is so, the node starts to get the data from its sensing unit and
sends it to the neighbours periodically. Once a node receives
this message, it senses the data and sends it to the neighbours.
This operation lasts until a node runs out of energy in the
network.

The energy threshold is needed for a node to warn the
neighbours about its critical energy level. When a node
receives this message from a node, it will stop sending any
sensed data messages. Then, it warns its neighbours about
the neighbour node that is almost out of energy. With this
message traffic, every node is warned and they will stop all of
the connections in the network and the lifetime of the network
without any CDS reaches to the end.

B. A SAMPLE APPLICATION POSSESSING BOTH
ORDINARY AND HARVESTER NODES USING
FLOODING AND CDS BASED ALGORITHMS
In order to compare the lifetime of the networks with the same
topology, a typical sensing application in PA has also been
simulated in the network without any CDS backbones but
containing both ordinary and harvester nodes. This applica-
tion has the same steps and conditions with the sample appli-
cation given in Algorithm 3. In brief, this type of simulations
use the flooding method on a network possessing harvester
nodes and these simulations are named as FLDH.

Three different communication approaches mentioned
before, namely, FLDH, APRCDS and the proposed
CDSSEHA are tested on these topologies. Before the simula-
tion results are given, the sample simulations based on these
methods are presented in Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4.

As shown in Figure 1, in FLD method, the ordinary node
7 is the first one that runs out of energy in the network,
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FIGURE 2. Ordinary node 1 runs out of energy in sample application in a
WSN using FLDH and having 15 nodes. All green nodes are ordinary nodes
and all yellow nodes are energy harvester nodes in a WSN without CDS.

FIGURE 3. Ordinary node 15 is the first one which runs out of energy
during sample application in a WSN using Al-Nabhan et. al.’s
algorithm [20], shortly named as APRCDS and having 15 nodes. Node 4,
7, 10, 11 and 13 are harvester nodes and the rest of them are ordinary
nodes.

containing 15 ordinary nodes, neither presenting a CDS struc-
ture, nor including any energy harvester nodes. The discon-
nection of node 7 leads to the end of the lifetime of the
network. In this scenario, node 7 stayed alive for 20 minutes
and 52 seconds, once the simulation had started.

In FLDH method, the ordinary node 1 runs out of energy
in the network that has 5 harvester and 10 ordinary nodes
as shown in Figure 2. In this scenario, the first unconnected
node depleted its energy 21 minutes and 49 seconds after the
simulation had started.

In Al-Nabhan et. al.’s study [20], shortly named as
APRCDS method, the ordinary node 15 runs out of energy in
the network with CDS including 5 harvester and 10 ordinary
nodes as shown in Figure 3. In this scenario, the first node was
removed from the network 42 minutes and 32 seconds after

FIGURE 4. Ordinary node 3 is the first one which runs out of energy
during sample application in a WSN using CDSSEHA and having 15 nodes.
Node 4, 7, 10, 11 and 13 are harvester nodes and the rest of them are
ordinary nodes.

the simulation starts. Nodes 4, 7, 10, 11 and 13 are harvester
nodes and the rest are ordinary nodes. All grey nodes are
DTEE nodes and all blue nodes are DTOR nodes according
to their algorithm.

In CDSSEHA, the ordinary node 3 runs out of energy in
the network with CDS including 5 harvester and 10 ordinary
nodes as shown in Figure 4. In this scenario, the first node was
removed from the network 51 minutes and 43 seconds after
the simulation starts. Nodes 4, 7, 10, 11 and 13 are harvester
nodes and the rest are ordinary nodes. All grey nodes are
DTEE nodes, all blue nodes are DTOR nodes, and all red
nodes are selected DTOR nodes through DTOR connection
algorithm in a WSN with CDS.

Consequently, the maximum lifetime belongs to the sce-
nario where CDSSEHA is conducted. Despite the fact that
FLDH method uses harvester nodes, it has increased the
lifetime just slightly.To achieve a fair comparison, effective
lifetimes of the applications using these methods are also
given in Table 3.

In the following subsection, FLD, FLDH, APRCDS
and CDSSEHA methods are tested on 50 different WSN
topologies including 30 and 50 nodes. The simulations are
called FLD-30, FLD-50, FLDH-30, FLDH-50, APRCDS-
30, APRCDS-50, CDSSEHA-30 and CDSSEHA-50, respec-
tively. In the first set of simulations, the generated topolo-
gies are used to test the communication method explained
in Section 4.1. In the second set of simulations, CDSSEHA
algorithm is conducted on the same topologies. But, in these
topologies 33.3% of the network are assigned as harvester
nodes. As the last set of simulations, the same topologies
including harvester nodes are used to test the communi-
cation method FLDH mentioned in Section 4.2. Moreover,
in order to decrease the time the simulation takes, the energy
consumption levels occured in communication phase of
Algorithm 3 are increased in the same scale for all methods.
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FIGURE 5. The simulation results of the methods FLD, FLDH, APRCDS and CDSSEHA for 30 and 50 nodes.

TABLE 3. Effective lifetime results.

C. SIMULATION RESULTS
The changes in the energy levels of the nodes for all
mentioned methods are shown in Figure 5. The energy
consumption rates in CDSSEHA algorithm are 92%, 91%

TABLE 4. Energy consumption rates.

lower compared to those in FLD-30 and FLD-50 and 90%,
89% lower compared to those in FLDH-30 and FLDH-50,
49%, 59% lower compared to those in APRCDS-30 and
APRCDS-50 respectively which are obtained by Table 4.
Since, the time axes of the results reach the average lifetime
of the applications, the average energy levels of not all of the
nodes in the methods are exhausted completely.

The average lifetimes of the simulations for the four meth-
ods are given in Figure 5(b) in milliseconds. The average
energy consumption levels of the nodes that run out of energy
the earliest are also shown in Figure 5(c).

The average energy levels of the nodes in FLD, FLDH
and APRCDSmethods by excluding the neighbour discovery
phase of the nodes and the CDS construction phase are given
in Figure 5(d). Besides the time required for the neighbour-
hood discovery, the time required for the construction of the
CDS constitutes an overhead for the agricultural application.
This overhead is eliminated from the whole lifetime to get
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TABLE 5. The CDS construction overhead of CDSSEHA and APRCDS.

TABLE 6. Effective lifetime of WSNs compared to CDSSEHA.

the real lifetime of the agricultural application employed on
CDSSEHA. The CDS construction overheads, i.e., consumed
time, consumed energy for CDS construction, the ratio of
consumed energy for CDS construction to total energy, are
also measured and given in Table 5.

D. RESULTS ANALYSIS
According to the results, CDSSEHA achieves the maximum
lifetime for both topology sizes. The CDSSEHA presents an
effective lifetime (i.e. the CDS construction time is excluded)
that is approximately 6 and 4 times longer in comparison to
FLD-30 and FLD-50, respectively. In addition, CDSSEHA
also surpasses APRCDS in terms of effective lifetime since it
increases the lifetime by 1.4 and 0.8 times for the topologies
having 30 and 50 nodes. Since FLDH simulations are con-
ducted on networks comprising harvester nodes, the results of
FLDH slightly outperform FLD-30 and FLD-50 in terms of
lifetime by difference rates of 1.1% and 1.7%, in consecutive
order which can be obtained by Table 3. The effective lifetime
comparisons of the applications are given in Table 6.

Even though the proposed CDSSEHA and APRCDS sur-
pass the flooding based methods, they require time and
extra energy consumption for the construction of the CDS.
In CDSSEHA, the energy consumption in CDS construction
constitutes only 0.0091% and 0.0120% of the energy con-
sumption of the whole application, whereas the algorithms’
time usage takes 14% and 16% of the whole lifetime for
networks with 30 and 50 nodes, respectively, which can
be observed by Table 3 and Table 5. However, APRCDS
algorithm consumes 33% and 43% of the lifetime for con-
structing CDS. Moreover, the CDS construction process of
APRCDS entails the consumption of approximately 0.020%
and 0.038% of the total energy. The results reveal that the
new CDSSEHA algorithm is scalable with respect to the
number of nodes in WSN. Since energy consumption rates
in sample application are scaled to a higher value, in real
world, the lifetime of the applications have longer lifetime.
Therefore, the CDS construction overhead would become

FIGURE 6. Finite state machine of a harvester node m.

smaller in terms of time. Thus, the CDS construction over-
head becomes negligible for real PA applications.

Consequently, the analyses clearly show that using only
harvester nodes is not enough to extend the lifetime of a
WSN. The new proposed CDSSEHA algorithm prolongs the
lifetime of a WSN applications in agriculture applications in
comparison to other traditional methods already in use.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, CDSSEHA, a new distributed CDS algorithm
on WSNs including solar energy harvester nodes to extend
the lifetime of the WSNs used in precision agriculture appli-
cations is proposed. The backbone constructed by the new
algorithm can be utilized as a communication substructure in
precision agriculture, as mentioned, as well as in many other
application areas. The algorithm selects the dominator nodes
according to;
• the node type (harvester or ordinary),
• the remaining energy levels,
• the number of dominator neighbours.

Many other studies suggest incorporating energy harvester
nodes in WSNs for extending the lifetime. However, there
exist no sufficient research studies related to constructing
CDS including harvester nodes in the area of precision agri-
culture. In the agricultural fields, solar energy is the most effi-
cient source for energy harvesting amongst the environmental
power sources. Indeed, energy harvesting is crucial to prolong
the network lifetime. It is seen that solar energy harvesting
with the support of CDS structure is saving more energy in
real-world agricultural applications.

The proposed algorithm has been developed on SensEH
simulator, which is based on Cooja, and compared with
Al-Nabhan et. al.’s [20] energy efficient CDS construction
algorithm, namely APRCDS and the traditional flooding
methods used for the agricultural applications. According to
the simulation results, it is clearly shown that using solar
energy harvester nodes in agricultural WSN applications
using the proposed CDSSEHA algorithm prolongs the net-
work lifetime. The new algorithm also decreases the message
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FIGURE 7. Finite state machine of an ordinary node m.

usage, reduces the energy consumption of the nodes and
gathers data from the nodes continuously for monitoring the
agriculture habitat. In addition, CDSSEHA also prevents data
loss and collusion, and thus, it leads to lower energy con-
sumption, aswell. The simulation results also put forward that
the positions of harvester and ordinary nodes, the neighbour-
hoods and the remaining energy levels result in differences in
the results among separate simulations.

Besides the optimization of the proposed algorithms,
the impacts of the harvester node positions on the lifetime

of applications and on agricultural product qualities in the
applied fields can be also considered as further study areas.

From the simulation results, it is noticed that, some nodes
may have critical positions in the network topology. Due
to their position, the battery depletion of these nodes may
lead the network to be unconnected which results in the end
of network lifetime. In the graph theory, these nodes are
called cut vertices. For extending the network lifetime, the cut
vertices in the network topology should be kept alive as long
as possible. Therefore, as a future work, the parameters such
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as cut vertex detection and selection of them as harvester
nodes will be considered.

APPENDIX. FINITE STATE MACHINES
See Figure 6 and Figure 7.
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